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David Irons
President’s Message
Summer 2019
July 12th will be the first meeting of the new SCINW Board and
Officers. I want to thank the past officers and board members; you
have left our chapter in very good condition.
I am excited about the 2019-2020 year. As of July 1st, I will be
joining three other individuals to make up the officers of our Chapter: VP – Cody Scriver, Treasurer – Del Berg, and Secretary – Jan
Pearson.
We have some changes happening – Ron Carter will be Co-Chairing
our 2020 banquet with Gary Tennison, so mark your calendar for
April 4th 2020.

invaluable for the coming year.

JoDean Peters and Tricia Singer have agreed to be appointed Special Directors. Their experience, knowledge, and work ethic will be

I have asked our Board to come up with options to expand our advocacy for youth hunting. On June 12th we
held a general planning meeting and there were lots of great ideas put on the table. Turns out only one really
bad suggestion, oh well, thanks for everyone being so polite in telling me: “David lousy idea”. (-: The good
news is there were several suggestions we will be following up on.
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I am starting a new program for every new member to our Chapter called “Meet Your Board”. Each new
Chapter member will be invited to attend a Board meeting and dinner is on me. Meet your Board and a free
dinner you can’t beat that!
In case we have not met, here is a quick synopsis of my background. I have started three tech companies dating back to 1984. I sold my last company in 2008, just beating the economy tanking. For the past decade,
I have worked at selling residential and commercial real estate. I also spent 14 years as an elected official,
am the father of three wonderful daughters, two outstanding step-daughters, three super cute grandkids, and
am married to one fantastic wife. I am as comfortable as a CEO as I am pushing a broom, one likely more
qualified than the other.
In closing, please contact me if you have a question or if you need help. While in elected office, I considered
myself a public servant, as your President, I am here with your help to make this Club grow to meet its potential.
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Thank you,
David Irons
425-443-6603 Cell Phone
david.irons.66@hotmail.com
2019-2020
Northwest Chapter President
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Come Join Us
For The

Northwest Chapter

45th Anniversary
Safari Club International

Sportsmen For Conservation
Banquet and Benefit Auction

Dinner
Silent Auction
Live Auction
Table Guns
Raffles

DoubleTree

By Hilton Hotel
18740 International Blvd
Seatac, WA 98188

April 4th, 2020
2:00pm - 10:00pm
More Information at

www.SCINW.com
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SCI Annual Convention
EVERY YEAR SCI HOSTS THE HUNTERS’ CONVENTION. This hunters’ heaven has everything the
mind can dream of and occupies more than 650,000 square feet of exhibit space. Six continents are under one
roof where SCI members come to book hunts, rendezvous with old friends and shop for the latest guns and
hunting equipment. That only scratches the surface of products available at SCI’s Annual Hunters’ Convention. Notable authorities of the outdoor sports and shooting industries attend the premier hunting show annually.

Summer 2019

When the exhibit halls close, the evening fun and excitement begins. Each night, members come together to
celebrate the accomplishments of the organization and enjoy top entertainment and speakers. SCI’s evening
auctions offer top-of-the-line guns, once-in-a-lifetime hunts and adventures, the finest artwork and more.
Every purchase provides crucial funds to help preserve our hunting heritage and fund conservation efforts
worldwide.
THE 2020 CONVENTION WILL BE HELD IN RENO NEVADA FEBRUARY 5 - 8! STAY TUNED FOR
MORE DETAILS AS THEY BECOME AVAILABLE ON:

www.SCI.com
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Cody Scriver
A Message From the Editor
Summer 2019
I took over the SCI Northwest Chapter’s newsletter last month as we look for a new editor and as I’m sure
you can tell by now, we are revamping it a little bit. My goal is to make the newsletter more interesting to our
members and something we look forward to read each quarter. The position is temporary so if you or someone you know has any interest in helping out or even taking over the newsletter production, please reach out.
We are adding a few noteworthy sections that I would like to make a theme along with the core of our newsletter which is information about our events and sharing stories from our hunts. We are adding a consistent
governmental affairs section. This is less about pushing political opinions on our members, and more about
letting everyone know what hunting related issues are circling in Olympia and nationally. Mark Pidgeon on
the Hunter’s Heritage Council has agreed to keep us up to date, so I will be sharing information he provides
each quarter.
Another section is focused on conservation. Hunters are often verbally attacked by non-hunters who don’t
understand how hunting promotes conservation locally as well as in remote parts of the world. Chris Klineburger has agreed to let me share some excerpts from his books to promote conservation and share some of
his hunting experiences.

Also, in an effort to encourage members to share more of their hunting stories and experiences, we are having
a bit of a competition. We are looking for the best outdoor/wildlife picture, hunting story - adult, hunting story - youth, and best game recipe. The winner in each of the four categories will receive $125 worth of raffle
tickets for the 2020 banquet (details on pg. 54). We only have two more issues left, so get them in early so
you will be part of the 2020 competition.
Thank you for your support.
Cody Scriver
Cell (253) 988-0557
Trythis06@yahoo.com
2019-2020
Vice President/Newsletter Editor
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While I might think all of these ideas are the best ever, I’m sure some of them will fall a little short of the
mark. This is the Chapter’s newsletter so, as members, please don’t hesitate to reach out with critiques and
comments. I’d like to hear what you like about the newsletter, what you don’t like and even what you would
like to see that might not be in there yet.
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The last major addition will be our “Blast From The Past” section. We all have that one hunt that we did
years ago which stands out as one of the best hunts we have ever been on. We want to hear about those. Send
in those stories with pictures, even if they happened years ago and even if they have been published previously.
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Redneck

Sous Vide

By Cody Scriver

W

hen I was a child my mother would always say ‘excuse my
French’ whenever she would swear. You can imagine the
shock on my teachers face when she asked if anyone in the
class knew a foreign language and I filled her in on the French I knew…
That early reprisal of French speaking turned me off to the language
but not entirely to their way of cooking.

O
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ne of the challenges with cooking
the perfect steak is that you have
a burnt outside, well done stripe,
medium stripe then medium rare/rare stripe.
If you only have a well-done layer because
you “like” it that way, you may be hopeless
and should watch for our beef jerky recipe
in the future. For the rest of us, we know the
medium rare layer is the best part and we
want to maximize it. In comes the sous vide.
A sous vide allows you to cook the steak to
your desire doneness the entire way through
without burning it, no matter if it is a ½ inch
little tike or a massive 3 inch ribeye, while
still getting the perfect sear that completes
the steak.
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Beyond being able to cook a steak perfectly,
there is another benefit that makes the extra
work worth it. We all have had that deer or
elk that took us a while to find or was an
old monster and the meat suffered from it.
Maybe it was tough or a little gamey and not
what it could be. This Redneck Sous Vide
recipe takes care of all of that. You can drop
in A5 Wagyu beef or that tough deer steak
that has been sitting in the freezer and it will
still come out great, consistently.
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For this version you need
- Steaks
- Yoshida’s sweet teriyaki
(Can’t be substituted)
- Whole russet potatoes (one per person)
- 4 cups of chicken broth
- Large sealable freezer bags
- Slow cooker/crock pot
- Digital thermometer

1) Separate your steaks, and put one or two per
large sealable freezer bag.
2) Add some Yoshida’s Teriyaki, enough to cover the steak when all of the air is out of the bag.

3) Put the bags of steaks in the slow cooker then
fill with water as high as you can. It won’t be
covered so you don’t need to save space for a lid. I
recommend putting the steaks in first so it doesn’t
overflow.

4) Set your digital thermometer in the water without touching sides.
6) Let it cook for a 1-3 hours until the water gets
to 110-115 degrees for rare, 125-130 for medium,
or whatever level of doneness you prefer then
remove it from the water.
NOTE: Start the potatoes when your water temperature is 25-30 degrees below your desired
doneness. Potato recipe on Page 14.

7) Heat a cast iron skillet on high with a quarter cube of butter until a drop of water pops slightly when
it hits the pan. Then add the steaks and sear for 20-30 seconds on each side.

Northwest Chapter

Optional: you can add a little bit of thyme while searing.
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5) Put the slow cooker on low.

The steaks rested while you waited for the pan to heat so there is no need to rest them after they are
seared. It is ready to eat.
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Now the potatoes
You will need one Russet potato per steak. Start
by oiling the pan and warming it between medium
and medium-high heat.
While the pan heats, cut the ends off of the potatoes so they can stand on end. Peel the rest of the
potatoes and cut in half to make two 2”-3” cylinders.

Northwest Chapter

When the pan is hot, stand each potato in the pan
and let it cook 3-5 minutes or until the bottom is
golden brown. Flip and cook the other end and
again cook for 3-5 minutes.

After both ends are golden brown, reduce heat to
medium low and add 2 cups of chicken broth. Cover for 20-30 minutes while you finish the steaks.

NOTE: You may need to add chicken broth while the
potatoes are cooking if the first two cups evaporate
before done. There should be a thin layer of broth
simmering but don’t want to boil the potatoes.

Summer 2019
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Take it to the next level
			

Make gravy by combining a cup of water and a couple of table		
spoons of flour with the broth left in the pan and whisk.
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SCI Launches

Hunter Information Service
challenges to hunting, hunting-related
problems and other issues.
While the service will be available only
to SCI members, there will be some sections of the online library available to
all hunters and the press. These sections
will offer fact sheets, studies and reports
on sustainable use conservation and
how the practice contributes to saving
species around the world and the habitat they depend upon.

The Hunter Information Service library
is accessible through SCI’s newly re-designed website (www.safariclub.org),
which launched in October 2018. Under
the Hunter Information Service section
members may research hunting opportunities, destinations and species, requirements to travel with firearms, trophy
importation regulations, airline restrictions, disease outbreaks in wild game
and more. A searchable database of hunt
reports submitted by SCI members will be
added to the service later. An online directory of exhibitors and sponsors of SCI’s
annual convention will also be featured
as part of the Hunter Information Service,
giving members direct year-round access
to exhibitors.

SCI has contracted former Editor-in-Chief of The Hunting Report
Newsletter Barbara Crown to create and
manage the Hunter Information Service.
She mans the new hotline and provides
SCI members with up-to-date information, assistance and advice. Crown has
20 years of experience investigating and
reporting on hunting-related news developments around the world and managing the hunt report program at The
Hunting Report. The benefits of SCI’s
Hunter Information Service are exactly
what Crown provided to subscribers of
The Hunting Report and now provides to
all 50,000-plus SCI members.
“Helping hunters get the information
they need to make informed decisions
about hunting and avoid or resolve hunting-travel problems is one of my passions,” says Crown. “I’ve seen too many
hunting experiences go wrong because
of issues that could have been avoided
with a little bit of

The Hunter Information Hotline component will allow members to call or email a
knowledgeable representative with questions about hunting travel, trophy importations, hunting opportunities, updates
on legal
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afari Club International has introduced a new benefit that is available
to all SCI members at no additional
cost. The newly launched Hunter Information Service offers information on hunting travel, destinations, trophy importation issues and much more. The service
features an online library and real-time
hotline for information on all things related to hunting, hunting travel and sustainable use conservation.
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S

as New Member Benefit

Continued on pg. 18
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SCI Launches Hunter
Information Service as
New Member Benefit
Continued from pg. 17

knowledge. My mission with SCI’s Hunter
Information Service is to help as many SCI
members as possible have outstanding
hunting-related experiences.”
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The online Hunter Information Service is
already live. Members can find it under
the About Us menu of the SCI website and
review information about airline policies
on firearms, firearm import requirements
for various countries, links to conservation departments across North America
and links to all the professional hunting
associations in North America and Africa.
The section will expand throughout the
coming year with more information on
destinations and will eventually include a
database of hunt reports where members
can research hunting opportunities and
operators.
For questions or assistance, members may
contact the Hunter Hotline at:

800-997-0179
or

Summer 2019

520-798-4859
Alternatively, send an email to:
HunterHotline@safariclub.org
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Turkey Hunting Adventures:
A First for Both of Us
Brian Wissner and Ron Carter

I officially filled my first turkey tag and my first
big game tag in one day! SCI NW Chapter Director
Ron Carter and I purchased this spring turkey hunt
with Bear Paw Outfitters at the Washington State
Bowhunters Association Annual Banquet. I was
looking forward to this hunt for a change of scenery
and to try hunting a new species that offered a new
adventure.
Having grown up with neither of my parents hunting or fishing, I have started my journey to relive
the old days of both my grandfathers. My grandfather Don grew up in Astoria, Oregon fishing the
Columbia River for salmon, shad and harvested a
handful of deer and an elk or two throughout his

lifetime. My grandfather Hank grew up in Tieton,
Washington on a farm, made apple crates and
picked apples for neighbors. He felled timber in the
fall of 1939 with his best friend Harley Wolfe and
harvested a deer and elk that season.
I started my hunting journey over 3 years ago in
the South of New Mexico in Deming on my friend
David’s family farms for dove, quail, cottontails
and jackrabbits. David has been hunting the South
of New Mexico for the past 35 years and had 10
wonderful years hunting with his father for mule
deer in the Gila National Forest outside of
Continued on Pg. 20
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Continued from Pg. 19
Silver City. Seeing the old hunting grounds and a 100
year old sawmill camp got me see some great history
and heritage of hunting and being out in the woods.

The second day came and we were both excited to
get out and see what these birds had in store for us.
I had an amazing show of toms flying down from
the roost with the air rushing over their feathers like
a C-17 buzzing you on the flight deck. The toms sat
down 60 yards out and at best came to 50 yards on a
sprint to catch up with the hens that landed way out
to the right. I wish that I had patterned my load out to
40 and 50 yards, but making a quick left handed shot
out of the blind on quick moving birds in the dim

Northwest Chapter
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The first day turkey hunting started off a bit slow
with a few hens running outside our blind and some
toms out in the field clearly out of shooting range. On
our afternoon sit I heard some gobbles in the distance
and as time passed they started to work their way
towards me through the timber.
As they came closer ended up
getting a great showing of 12
birds with 3 toms working their
way down the hillside feeding
about 200 yards away just outside of the timber. After a few
short rain showers the turkeys
shook the water from their
feathers and created a fascinating sphere of water droplets
around their bodies as it fell
to the ground. As they slowly
fed towards me the toms gave
me a symphony of gobbles that
got my heart beating fast while
getting ready for them to come
into range for a shot. The flock
hung up around 60 yards just
behind some bushes and decided to feed back up the hillside
into the timber instead of working their way further across the
field. If the flock would have
moved to the near side of the
bushes then a shot may have
been possible on one of the
toms. The first day was exciting
with a display of turkeys just
doing what springtime turkeys
do. On the last sit of the day
in the evening I ended up with
a black bear about 150 yards
from me just feeding on some
grass for a few minutes before
heading back up into the hills.
Hopefully next year I can draw
Brian Wissner’s first turkey with a 9” beard, 1” spurs and 19 pounds
a spring bear tag and come
light of the morning was not in the cards. We waited
back to fill both a turkey and bear in some beautiful
a moment and then started running up
country.
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After lunch, we went back out to the field where Ron
recently saw birds and he was still in the field. With
the tom on the edge of a large patch of brush we
decided to try and sneak around the back side of the
brush and work our way through it to ambush him
from the cover. We got to the back side of the brush
and found some game trails that worked their way
through this 100 yard patch of brush and trees. We
ended up getting to a point where I though we had
already passed him until there were a few red, white
and blue heads spotted in the field just outside the
brush. As we took a few more steps, I saw him traveling towards the exit of the game trail in the brush and
saw my window quickly approaching. I knew how
this was going to end. As he stepped into the gap, I
raised up my shotgun and whacked him hard with a
close 10 yard shot putting him down quickly only after a few flaps of his wings. The other toms hanging

Ron Carter’s first bow turkey harvest
Ranging from playing the waiting game sitting in
blinds, running through the hills, spectacular shows
from turkey flying down from the roost, putting on a
few shows in the field and even a black bear spotting,
this was an absolute blast and a great way to start the
spring season off right. Hopefully I can track some
more turkeys and black bear in the fall when the season starts up again.
Special Thanks to the Washington Bow Hunters Association for putting on a great banquet and for doing
everything to support bow hunting in Washington
State.
Special Thanks to Bear Paw Outfitters for making
this a great turkey hunting adventure and making
some great memories for both of us.
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After heading back for lunch I found
out that Ron had shot two toms with
his bow at roughly 30 and 40 yards.
One of the birds was laying in the field
and we started tracking the second
bird. We found several decent-sized
pools of blood. It was to our amazement when we all of a sudden saw the
bird get up and start flying across the
valley, probably dead flying. In the
end, the second bird was not able to be
recovered. Returning from the morning hunt, a strutter was spotted and
knew where we would be going after
lunch.

out with him quickly flew off down the hill to safety
on property we didn’t have permission to hunt on.
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the hill through the trees to head off the flock. As we
followed the logging roads along the field we could
hear the birds gobbling along side us
and we thought we were starting to get
far enough ahead to intercept them.
As we kept moving through the hills
to cut off the flock, we sat down and
quickly came to realize when a few
gobbles struck out in front of us, that
the birds had sprinted past in the field
and we were not going to get a shot at
them. If we would have sat at the same
place as the first day’s afternoon show
the flock would have ran right past us
at maybe 20 yards.

By Brian Wissner
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Come One, Come All
To the SCINW & Don Morin Trap Shoot
When: Saturday, August 17, 2019  
Where: Donida Equestrian Center
Come join the Northwest Chapter for a fun afternoon. We will have a trap shoot,
hunting and fishing gear rummage sale and a catered dinner. This is a kid
friendly event! Bring your friends & family!!

Schedule of Events
*Doors open at 1:00
1:00 - 4:00 Trap Shoot
● Bring your shotgun & ammo!  
2:00 - 4:00 Rummage Sale
● Bring your hunting & fishing gear to swap or sell
5:00 - Dinner  
● Potluck Dessert - Bring something yummy to share
$25 Adults  
$10 Kids 16 & under
Pay at the door with cash, credit or check

Bring a guest for special new member pricing!!!
Been putting off introducing someone to the Northwest Chapter?
This is the perfect event for them.
Email, Call, Text Tricia Singer to RSVP  
(206)795-2895 or brett.tricia@comcast.net  
You can also RSVP via Facebook @scinw

Grizzly Bear Ban
in British Columbia
- An Editorial by Gary Tennison

I

n November of last year, the BC Government decided to ban the hunting of grizzly
bears in the entire Province. This came on
the heels of the election of the New Democrat
Party beating the more conservative Liberal
Party for the first time in 16 years.
According to government figures, there are
about 15,000 grizzly bears in British Columbia. Hunter’s kill about 250 grizzly bears
annually, at a sustainable level.
The Minister of Rural Development says that
his decision “is not a matter of numbers, it’s a
matter of society has come to the point in BC
where they no longer are in favor of the grizzly bear hunt”
GOABC (Guides and Outfitters Association of
BC) Executive Director Scott Ellis says that
the taking of two to three hundred bears per
year shows that science was clearly not a part
of the government’s philosophy, which they
freely admitted. Scott attended the SCI board
meeting in Reno this past January. He made

an appeal to the SCI Chapters for financial
help in a class action suit that was filed in the
BC Supreme Court, against the government
December 19th of last year.
Ron Fleming of Love Bros & Lee, a 45-year
guide and outfitting company in BC and a long
time GOABC member, initiated the class action proceeding in BC Supreme Court.
Several SCI Chapters have stepped up to support this fight to return bear hunting in BC. The
NW Chapter has donated a $1,000.00 to help
that cause. A check was presented this April,
during the annual GOABC Convention in
Kelowna BC.
This law suit has huge implications. If it is not
stopped now, the domino effect will kick in.
There is already a growing movement to stop
all cat hunting. This is far more than a BC issue!
- Gary Tennison

Venison

Vs

Beef

As seen in Doug’s Butcher Shop

C

ontroversy has long raged about the relative
quality of venison and beef as gourmet foods.
Some people say that venison is tough, with a
strong “wild” taste.
Others insist that venison is tender and that the flavor is delicate. To try and resolve this issue once and
for all, a blind taste test was conducted by a certified
research group to determine the truth of these conflicting assertions.
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First, a high-choice Holstein steer was selected and
led into a swamp approximately a mile and a half
from the nearest road. It was then shot several times
in various locations throughout the carcass.

Next, half a dozen inexperienced but enthusiastic individuals worked on the steer with meat saws, cleavers,
and dull knives. The result was 200 pounds of scrap,
375 pounds of soup bones, four bushels of meat scraps
for stew and hamburger, two roasts and half a dozen
steaks that were an inch and a half thick on one end
and an eighth of an inch on the other.
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After most of the entrails were removed, the carcass
was dragged over rocks and logs, through mud and
dust, thrown into the back of a pick-up truck bed and
transported through rain and snow approximately
The steaks were then fried in a skillet with one pound
100 miles before being hung in a tree for several
of butter and three pounds of onions. After two hours
days.
of frying, the contents of the skillet were served to
three blindfolded taste panel volunteers who were
During the ageing period the temperature was mainasked if they were eating venison or beef.
tained at between 25-60 degrees. Next the steer was
dragged into the garage and skinned out on the floor.
Every one of the panel members was sure they were
eating venison.
PLEASE NOTE: Strict sanitary precautions were
observed throughout the processing within the limOne of the volunteers even said it tasted exactly like
itations of the butchering environment. For instance,
the venison he had been eating at the hunting camp for
dogs were allowed to sniff at the steer carcass but
the last 27 years.
were chased out of the garage if they attempted to
lick the carcass or bite hunks out of it. Cats were
The results of this trial showed exclusively that there
allowed in the garage but were always immediately
is no difference between the taste of beef and venison.
removed from the cutting table.
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Westport - Seattle
Surrounding Areas

Halibut - Tuna - Bottom Fishing
Salmon - Steelhead

An Update
On Governmental Affairs
efore going into what happened this
session, I’d like to backtrack a little bit,
and talk about the Director of Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, Kelly
Susewind. He is an amazing breathe of fresh
air from the departed Director Jim Unsworth.
In his first three or four days as Director he had
a crisis, the ranchers wanted data on collared
wolves, but the wolf management people hired
by the previous Director did not want to give it
to the ranchers, and he had to face the Fish and
Wildlife Commission. The environmental and
animal-rights communities were all against the
data going to the ranchers, adding even more
pressure against the new Director going against
his staff, but Director Susewind made the right
call, and he told the Commission that the Department was going to give the collared data to
ranchers to build social tolerance in rural communities. The hunting, ranching, and agricultural communities applauded that decision.

Second, more on the wolf front. When there
were continued depredations on the wolf front,
Director Susewind followed the lethal control
protocol that was agreed upon by the Wolf Advisory Group and ordered the pack to be killed.
It passed unanimously, so ranching, hunting,
environmental, and animal-rights groups all
WDFW Director Kelly Susewind provides strategic diagreed upon this protocol. I was a member of
rection
and operational oversight for Fish and Wildlife
the Wolf Advisory Group at that time and there
employees throughout the state.
was a lot of give and take to come to this agreement. I served on WAG for nine years and I am
Susewind went to the Assistant Attorney General and
glad to finally be off that group. WDFW had
challenged the Center for Biological Diversity and
certain steps to follow after the protocol was passed
won, so lethal control went forward. A huge win for
and the Unsworth regime never did, so they were in
lethal control proponents.
violation of the Administrative Procedures Act, and
the Center for Biological Diversity filed suit against
the Department. This is the reason why I wanted off Last, but not least, we all hear about the cougar probWAG. The environmental and animal-rights commu- lems in this state. Under the previous Director, there
nity say they want to work collaboratively, but when was never any talk about
it comes to talk about lethal control, they hide beContinued on pg. 28
hind the CBD suit, so we could never win. Director
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- By Mark Pidgeon
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Continued from pg. 27
lethal control of problem cougars. At the last Commission meeting, Director Susewind said, “err on the
side of chasing and killing problems cougars.” That
is a great start on a huge problem we have. Another
huge plus about Kelly Susewind is that he is a hunter.
When is the last time we had a Director that pulled
the trigger? I can’t remember it’s been so long. I believe Director Susewind will be a great Director if we
give him a chance, but he needs our support. Every
time he had to make a call, he made right one.
This legislative session was a tough one. Once again
is was a very successful one, we killed every piece of
anti-hunting legislation. Our lobbyist Tom Echols
worked very hard; he deserves a lot of kudos. There
were some good pieces of legislation too, so I guess
it could be like Clint Eastwood, “The Good, the Bad,
and the
Ugly.”

Northwest Chapter
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Three good
pro-hunting bills
passed,
and I will
only talk
about the
ones that
passed, not
the ones
that were
introduced.
The best of
the three
whose
prime
sponsor
Brian Blake (D) member of the Washwas by
ington State House of Representatives,
Hunters
19th District.
Heritage
Council
Fame member, Hunters Heritage Council Legislator
of the Year numerous times, and your chapter’s Legislator of the Year numerous times, Representative
Brian Blake, and the bill, House Bill 1516. This bill
directs the Fish and Wildlife Commission to establish and administer a training program for nonlethal
pursuit of black bears, cougars, or bobcats with dogs
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for the purpose of protecting livestock, domestic
animals, private property, or public safety. The other
thing it does, it allows the houndsmen to keep their
dogs in shape. I was able to get one of our board
members on the committee that oversees this, and
he runs the largest hound supply store in the United
States
to make
sure everything
will be
run correctly.
The
second of
the good
bills
whose
prime
sponsor was
Hunters
Heritage
Council
numerous time
Lynda Wilson (R) member of the WashLegislator
ington State Senate, representing Disof the
trict 17.
Year and
SCI member, Senator Lynda Wilson, and the bill,
Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill 5448. This bill will
allow for the of fluorescent pink clothing, in addition
of fluorescent orange. In the nine states that allow
this there was an increase of young female hunters,
so it did increase hunter recruitment, a good thing.
What amazed me was the negative reaction about this
on social media. This was very important for Senator
Wilson; it had a double meaning. During session she
was still battling breast cancer.
The final of the three good bills whose prime sponsor
was Hunters Heritage Council Fame member, Hunters Heritage Council Legislator of the Year numerous times, Representative Joel Kretz, and the bill,
Engrossed Substitute House Bill 2097. If this bill
was passed in its original form, I might have placed
it first, or second, but it really got watered down in
the Senate Natural Resources Committee. This bill
directs the WDFW to develop and imple-

tells you this isn’t true, go to the legislature’s website, http://leg.wa.gov/, click on bill information, and
type in 5692, and click on search. Scroll down a
bit, and click on Senate Bill Report, not Senate Bill
report (Orig.). That gives you the synopsis of the
bill. Those sections of the fishing community were
not our friends this session, because that bill was a
disaster.

ment conflict mitigation guidelines for each wolf recovery region considering the provisions of the 2011
Wolf Recovery and Management Plan. The original
bill as passed by the house 98-0, would have required
WDFW to do an immediate status review of wolves,
and if warranted either a regional, or statewide status
listing change.

Now onto the bad.
I am only going to place one bill into this category,
and it is the senate version of the WDFW fee increase bill Substitute Senate Bill 5692. What is bad
is the unfairness of this bill. The fee increases to the
hunting community are permanent, the fee increases
to the fishing community expire after July 1, 2025.
The real villains weren’t really the elected officials,
but the groups who lobbied for the SSB 5692, certain
sections of the fishing community, namely CCA and
the NSIA who lobbied to make these changes in the
Senate Natural Resources Committee. Puget Sound
Anglers didn’t support this, and obvious the Hunters
Heritage Council didn’t support this, and the Ilwaco Charter Association opposed this. We were able
to make sure this didn’t pass the senate. If anyone

- Mark Pidgeon
Hunter’s Heritage Council, President
The Hunters Heritage Council is a Washington State
based organization dedicated to political action
on behalf of the hunting and related communities
of Washington. The Hunters Heritage Council is
currently composed of 11 individual organizations
representing nearly 30 hunting, trapping and fishing
organizations in total. These individual organizations, representing ALL regions of the state from the
Inland Empire, Columbia basin, and several groups
in Western and southwest Washington, have been
formally organized as the HHC since 1999.
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Joel Kretz (R) member of the Washington State
House of Representatives, 7th District.

What I classify as ugly is something that would take
away hunting rights or hurt wildlife. House Bill
1045, by Representative Appleton, would eliminate
all lethal control of wolves. This bill didn’t even
get a hearing. House Bill 1046, by Representative
Appleton, would eliminate hunting with dogs even
by county, state, or federal agencies while acting in
their official capacities for the purpose of protecting
livestock, domestic animals, private property, or the
public safety. This bill was never heard. Another
stinker of a bill, House Bill 1025, by Representative
Appleton, concerning wild horses, and this bill did
get a hearing. This bill makes it is a class C felony
to engage in certain activities related to the slaughter
of horses for human consumption. It also removes
horses and other equines from certain laws governing
the disposal of dead animals. This bill makes matters
worse. I testified against this bill. Luckily, we were
able to kill this bill in committee. That wraps up my
session reports for 2019.
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Now we get to the ugly.
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YOUR PNW BOWHUNTING HEADQUARTERS!
Full-service archery pro shop located in Puyallup, Washington.
Authorized Hoyt, Mathews and PSE dealer carrying a full-line
of equipment and accessories for all of your bowhunting needs.

(253) 841-0991 • GNWARCHERY.COM

®
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Just Pictures
- Don’t have time to write a story but still want to share it?
Send in pictures with a quick sentence or two and we’ll post
it in our photos section

Brian Wissner
catching his limit
of lingcod and
rockfish with
All Rivers and
Saltwater
Charters out
of Westport.
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Membership Matters
The Northwest Chapter of Safari Club
International does some great things
to promote conservation and brings
hunters together. Being a member
allows you to meet and connect with
like-minded individuals who enjoy
hunting or have an interest in hunting.
As with every good thing there are
people trying to take away our right to
hunt and undoing the efforts we have
made all over the world to promote
conservation through responsible
game management. They spend a lot of money and exert significant political effort in
a misguided attempt to stop hunting anywhere. In addition to working to educate as
many people as possible in an effort to show them why hunting is important and beneficial, we also raise money to sponsor and support events that further our causes.
As a member of the Northwest Chapter, you are connecting with hunters, supporting
conservation and supporting future generations of hunters. We are working to increase
our membership and are having a new membership special. Right now you can join
both SCI national and the Northwest Chapter for $20 for new members. It is usually
$35 but the Northwest Chapter will help with the other $15 for the first year.
As existing members, I’m sure you know or run into hunters who may have never
heard of Safari Club, others always say they are going to join but never got around to
it. Now as long as they have $20 they have the perfect chance to join and the application is on the next page.

2019 New & Renewing Member’s Campaign
Safari Club International & Chapter Memberships
(Limited time offer for 2019)

? $20

New & Renewing Member’s – SCI & Chapter 1year Memberships

? $65

Safari Club International - Annual Membership Renewal

? $150 Safari Club International - 3 Year Membership Renewal + 3 year Chapter
Name of the Chapter: _________________________________ Chapter Dues: _________________
(All member benefits include hard copies of SCI publications)
New Member is anyone who has never been a member of SCI before or anyone who has been inactive for more than 12months.
All membership prices quoted are for US, Canada, and Mexico Residents only. Dues payment is not a tax deduction.
Membership will automatically renew at the end of term. Membership fees are subject to change and your auto renewal will be processed at the thencurrent rate.

Member Name: _____________________________________________________________________________

E-mail: __________________________________________ Phone: _______________ Cell: _______________
Cash:

?

Check:

?

Credit Card Type:

?

Visa

?

Mastercard

?

Amex

?

Discover

Credit Card #: _____________________________________________ Exp. Date: ________ CCV#: ________
Card Holders Name: _________________________________________________________________________
Member Benefits:














6 bi-monthly issue of SCI's award-winning “SAFARI Magazine”
12 monthly issues of “SAFARI TIMES” Newspaper
Annual World Hunting Awards publication
Eligible to attend SCI's Members-only Annual Hunters Convention
Participation in the SCI Record Book of Trophy Animals and Awards Programs
Eligible to join a local SCI Chapter
SCI Exclusive Hunter Information Service and Hotline
SCI "In the Crosshairs" e-Newsletter
Access to SCI First for Hunters website
Free admission to the International Wildlife Museum at SCI Headquarters in Tucson
Official SCI Membership ID card
Free access to SCI “Online Record Book” & Hunt Reports
SCI Hunter's Travel Assistance Hotline powered by Global Rescue

Mail to

4800 West Gates Pass Rd., Tucson, AZ. 85745 Phone: 520-620-1220

www
Garry Tennison
at.safariclub.org
9718 36th St NW, Gig Harbor, WA 98335

Northwest Chapter

City: _________________________________ State: _______ Zip: ________Country: ___________________
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Street Address: _____________________________________________________________________________

Or email

gtennison@centurytel.net
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The
Dick Gates
Memorial

Youth
Hunt

I

By Cody Scriver

Northwest Chapter

ntroducing others to hunting is one of the best
ways to ensure the continuation of hunting
and the responsible conservation of the animals for future generations. Most of us remember our first experience with hunting, some were
very young and for some it was not too long ago.
In June of 2002 the Northwest Chapter of Safari
Club International began sponsoring an annual
youth with the help of the club and several volunteers within the chapter.
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The youth hunt is an opportunity for youth, ages
ranging from 8 to 18 years old, to experience the
outdoors and hunting. A parent or guardian gets
the opportunity to accompany the hunters and be
there for the experience. The club does all that it
can to provide everything from lodging to food to
guides for the hunters and their guest to ensure
anyone who wants to go can experience the hunt
regardless of their resources.
The first youth hunt took place at Clover Creek
Ranch in Oregon, now the Four Aces, and continues there to this day. Four Aces Ranch is located in central Oregon specializing in non-native
species of exotics but is now expanding to include
native species in the area. The ranch is owned and
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operated by Caleb Johnson and his wife Shantell
who work with the Northwest Chapter to continue
the tradition. The ranch and facilities provide an
ideal opportunity for young hunters to get familiar hunting with both family and other hunters
their age and experience.
Through all of our efforts, we have taken over 130
young boys and girls, some as young as eight and
with various degrees of ability. Many have harvested their very first animal during this hunt!
Each year the Northwest Chapter raises funds
through raffles and auctions and sells 10 spots at
the Annual Banquet for the Youth Hunt. These
proceeds go towards expenses and opportunity to
hunt.
This year’s youth hunt was June 20th through the
23rd and some of their stories will be posted in
the Fall issue of the newsletter. There will be more
opportunities for next year auctioned and raffled
off at the 2020 SCI Northwest Chapter’s banquet.
If you have a youth you would like to bring or
sponsor a youth, please reach out online at www.
SCINW.com and we can absolutely help you out.

Ranch & Outfitters
(541) 489-3467

www.fouracesranch.net

Advertise With

The Northwest Chapter
Support Conservation
&
Reach Hunters in the Northwest

A

dvertising your business or service with
the Northwest Chapter of Safari Club International allows you to: reach an active
and passionate group of hunters and outdoorsmen, supports conservation on both a local and
international scale. Every dollar brought in is another dollar retained that can be used to support:
-Conservation
-Education
-Preserving a way of life for future generations.
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Advertisements run for 12 months and are printed in full color in our quarterly newsletter. Prices are listed
below and if you are interested in advertising or have questions about participating, you can reach us at
www.SCINW.com in the Contact Us section.
We are revamping our newsletter over the coming months to provide a higher quality newsletter for our
members and supporters. While we transition we are offering special pricing and support. Space is limited.
Reach out today to secure your position.
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$400 Outside back cover
$350 Inside Front/Back Cover
$275 full page
A - $175 Half Page
B - $150 1/3 Page
C - $125 Vertical Banner
D - $100 Banner
E - $100 1/5 Page
F - $75 2”x5.5”
G - $50 2”x2”
Sizes are approximate based on page
formating and may adjust slightly
based on paper and print type.
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Walked
Away

By David Irons

t was the first week of February 2019 and I
am finally in my truck driving to Idaho for a
cougar hunt I had planned for several years.

A family emergency had come up three weeks
before my planned hunt scheduled for the end
of January. But Lady luck was shining down
and at the last minute, the hunter (Fred) who
had booked the first of February, was nice
enough to switch hunting dates.

In the middle of winter, North Bend to Salmon Idaho
is not a short nor easy drive. I pulled into Mike &
Dawn Richie’s ranch just at night fall.
The hunter who had switched dates with me (Fred)
was packing to leave the ranch in the morning. But
he joined us for dinner.
Dawn Richie, Mike’s wife, had fixed a great dinner
which I ate very slowly as I hung onto every word as
Fred retold his successful hunt for a big mature Tom
two days earlier.
I went to bed dreaming of dogs howling on the fresh
tracks of a big tom.
A few minutes later it was 4AM and I was packing
up my gear for my first day of hunting. The temperatures were holding a little above zero which was
good, but there had not been any snow for the past
three days, making everything very crusty.

Mike and I spent the day driving the mountains looking for tracks, but with the snow being hard packed,
picking up fresh tracks was nearly impossible. Mike
let the dogs out a few times for the exercise, but we
only saw small female tracks, nothing worth chasing a pack of dogs up and down a mountain for. The
mountainous elevation we were in started at 4,000
feet and at times went up to 8,000 feet. Mike and the
dogs did fine running up and down these little hills,
but I was dying.
Day two started with more excitement and snow than
I had expected, but Mike had called in two additional
guides to assist in my hunt. Plus, we woke up to 12
inches of snow at the ranch, which turned into 18
plus inches in the mountains.
I had wished for snow and wow did I get snow!
Around 10AM the dogs in the truck started howling and going nuts. We had cut fresh cougar tracks.
Female tracks measure about 3 inches across with a
good tom measuring 4 inches plus.
Mike searched until he could find a clear track, when
he did it was in the 4 ¼ plus range. Now we were as
excited as the dogs.
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I had hunted with Mike Richie of Richie Outfitting
on eight occasions over the past ten years. Mike
knows the area, the animals, and works hard. The
bottom line is he runs a good outfit and gives you
110% on every hunt, my kind of guide.

Being the eternal optimist I looked out 24 hours and
saw the forecast said 1 to 2 inches of snow. That
would be perfect for spotting fresh cougar tracks.
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With the family issues resolved, at 5AM I packed
my truck, double checked the anti-freeze in my 1989
Ford Bronco, and headed to Salmon, Idaho.

Continued on Pg. 38
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Continued from Pg. 37
The cougar appeared to be traversing the side of the
mountain heading to our left. We dropped off one of
the guides with four dogs to follow the trail while
Mike and I drove further up the valley. Our goal was
to cut the distance between ourselves and the tom,
since we were at 6,000 feet and hiking through 18
inches of snow, this sounded like a great idea.
Everything seemed to be working perfectly, we could
see the guide and his dogs moving around the mountain following the tom’s trail.
After driving a couple of miles, Mike decided to attempt to cut off the tom. This meant we had to cross
a frozen river and then head up the mountain. As I
grabbed my pistol and pack to begin our assent, the
mountain seemed to grow taller and steeper by the
second.
Mike unloaded four dogs and we were off. Mike was
being pulled by four very excited dogs followed by
me moving as fast as I could over logs, stumps, and
in knee high snow.
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We could hear the sound of the dogs change form
howling to baying, Mike said they had treed the tom!
Ok now we needed to move even more quickly, however by now I felt like the walking dead.
1,000 yards up the mountain. We could see the first
guide with the treed tom, Mike released his dogs and
we watched them cover the distance in a heartbeat.
I was closing the distance quickly now with adrenalin
helping me along. I was 60 yards out from the tree
and could see the tom. All I could think of was how
spectacular he looked.
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At that point, the tom jumped out of the tree with
the dogs hot on his heels. My heart sank as he went
down the mountain, across a valley and up another
mountain. But watching the tom run was truly poetry
in motion, never in my life have I seen an animal run
so gracefully.
Just as I thought “well this is over” the Tom went
up a tree on the next mountain. Mike and I looked
at each other, without saying a word I took a deep
breath and headed for the new tree.
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I had left my adrenalin on the first mountain and so at
nearly 7,000 this was turning into a real cardio stress
test.
I was closing in on the second tree when I saw the
tom 30 yards away. I stopped to take a deep breath,
one BIG mistake!
At that very instant the tom jumped out of the tree
and raced at top speed away from us. The only good
thing was he was heading downhill and right towards
our truck.
At this point I had gone from excited, to having an
adrenalin rush, to exhaustion, now each breath was
an effort.
I told myself “I am having a good time”.
Mike kept telling me toms never jump more than two
trees, I was betting my lungs he was right.
2,000 feet drop in elevation later we caught up with
the tom in a big snag.

Getting Lost
Two hunters were out hunting when they decided to separate to get a better chance of catching
something.
The first hunter says to the other, “If you get lost,
fire three shots into the air every hour. That way I
can pinpoint you and find you.”
After about three hours, the second hunter finds he
is really lost. He decides to fire three shots into the
air as the first man told him. He then waits an hour
and does it again. He repeats this until he is out of
ammo.
The next morning, the first hunter finds the second
with the help of forest rangers. He asks the second
hunter if he did what he told him to do.
The second hunter answers, “Yes, I fired three
shots into the air every hour on the hour until I ran
out of arrows.”

At last, I am standing 30 feet from a big tom
so close to having my dreams and hopes come
true.

Coming Soon!

One of the reasons I like hunting with Mike is
he works hard and only takes mature animals.
Mike turned to me and said this was a big tom
and in a couple of years he will be a monster of
a cougar. Unfortunately, he is a n tom with big
feet, big head, and long body who is just too
young to take.

We left that tom on the mountain and hunted
hard the next five days. As luck would have it
with two hours to go on the last afternoon, we
cut a track that measured 4 ½ inches, this track
was huge.
Mike said if we jumped on the tracks now we
could tree the tom at nightfall. Mike suggested
we spend the night under the tree with a fire
and I could take the tom in the morning.
Unfortunately, I had received a call from my
wife that we had a foot of snow on the ground
at home and another storm on its way. She had
also been a car accident and was home without
a car. I reluctantly told Mike I had to go.
The next morning as I drove past the mountain
road leading up to what we had left the tom’s
tracks, I told myself “I will be back!”
By David Irons

Get your SCI
Northwest
Gear
Keep an eye out in the Fall issue
of the Northwest Chapter’s for your
chance for made to order
SCI Northwest Chapter gear.
We will have:

Sweatshirts
Hats
Shirts
Mugs
Window Decals
Bumper Stickers
Coming Soon online also at:

www.SCINW.com
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I stopped to drink two bottles of water, then
took some great pictures of the tom staring at
me. As I looked into the toms eyes I could
swear he was saying, “you caught me once but
never again”.
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As I stood there staring into in the tom’s eyes,
I reminded myself that when you take a shot it
is over in a split second. The hunt on the other
hand is a memory that will last a life time.
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Skills Camp

ate this past winter, I had the privilege to
attend She Hunt Skills Camp held at RecordBuck Ranch, Utopia, Texas along with 15
other women of all ages. It was an amazing experience from the moment we set foot inside the gorgeous, two-story lodge full of incredible taxidermy,
antlers all around the perimeter of the room, stunning
bronze statues, huge fireplace, a place built by rugged
outdoorsmen who brought the beauty of their hunting
experiences indoors for everyone to see. It was
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By Jan Pearson

wonderful!

field safety, shooting skills and wilderness survival;
Jim Miller – well-known bow hunter in the American
The Skills Camp, founded by Brittany Boddington
West and host of TV show “Tex-Mex Outdoors” took
and Shannon Lansdowne, is about women develsome of us turkey hunting and shared his lore; Chris
oping skills and building confidence in a safe and
Miller, Master Wildlife Biologist for USFW shared
professional atmosphere. The duo is dedicated to
his profound knowledge about turkeys and brought
fostering more women into the world of hunting.
examples of tails of all five species. We learned to
These two young women have strong backgrounds
mount scopes, sight-in our rifles, clean them, too.
in hunting. Shannon grew up hunting in Canada with There was safety instruction, wilderness first-aid,
her family. Brittany started her hunting experiences
how to take respectful photos, how to respond to anafter high-school and hasn’t stopped.
ti-hunting media and how to share your journey from
hours at the range to time in the field and enjoying
Both women are very active in the world of hunting.
the bounty at the table. There was lots of range time
They had a strong team of industry professionals:
to practice with the rifles, all donated by MG Arms.
Steve Rann, a professional guide in US and Africa
All ammo was donated by Norma. One of the morn(Texas, Uganda, Botswana), field archaeologist, long- ings was devoted to a shotgun lesson by Vickie Ash,
range shooting instructor – he was our range master;
Pro Instructor from Kreighoff with over 50,000 hours
Brad Jannenga, avid bow hunter and athlete and Brit- as a professional coach. She was awesome!
tany’s husband – he instructed the group on archery,

With the support of Brittany and
Shannon and their team, we were
set up to flourish! My roommate
and I successfully hunted javelina
one evening, others hunted turkey,
sheep, and one gal got a bison. We
observed the field dressing segment
and I held the bison heart. The
guest chef instructor, Margie Nelson from Montana, showed us how
to clean the bison heart, which is a
muscle, and she prepared it to serve
as appetizers. It was delicious!
She provided each of us with her
cookbook of suggested recipes to
present our game meat in delicious
presentations. We learned about
concealment,
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stalking and had a practice hunt led by
Donna Boddington (Brittany’s mom) for
a Cape Buffalo, most of us shot longrange to 550yds. It’s so satisfying to hear
that metal ping of hitting your target!
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The meals were delicious, the entire
ranch staff was welcoming, friendly and
efficient. We didn’t lack for a thing. The
Ranch setting was Texas Hill Country
with lots of bush, trees, dry ground and
plenty of pasture/field type areas for
grazing animals. There were wild turkeys that visited the lodge area each day,
a pretty stream, lots of trees and porch
swings! Each evening we hunted or
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enjoyed a sunset drive around sections of the ranch and saw
gemsbok, eland, wild sheep, tahr, numerous exotic species
many of which were threatened at one time with extinction in
its native region but now thriving on the ranch.
The women of the camp easily became friends, and many
will keep in touch. It is an amazing feeling being with other
like-minded women who love hunting. Confidence builds and
skills sharpen. We had a blast!
More She Hunts Skills Camp info (I left out the ‘Swag Bag’ –
fabulous free stuff – and the many sponsors...Please check it
out) can be found at: www.shehunts.com or Facebook – She
Hunts Skills Camp
By Jan Pearson
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Ron and Michelle
In Limpo with the
Rugged X Crew

T
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he year 2017 started out with my wife Michelle and I talking about taking an African
Safari. I have always wanted to go on Safari
and Michelle is usually willing to follow my lead.
We decided to see what was offered at the Annual
SCI NW Banquet. There were some good choices
but we had some questions. Where do we go on our
first trip? How long should we plan to stay? How
many Trophy’s should we plan for and which ones?
Should we go with someone that’s been before? With
that start to the list we decided to wait for next year
and get more info. Michelle actually said she didn’t
want to hunt but would go along. I knew that would
change as the planning progressed.
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By Ron Carter
I had been thinking what fun it would be to win a
contest to get to go on a hunt with Some Hunting
Show host like Jim Shockey or Michael Waddell.
Well, imagine my surprise when in March J Alain
Smith put an invite in his Rugged Expeditions newsletter and You Tube to for a hunt in South Africa with
Comre Safaris. Ok, I didn’t win a contest but heck,
I’m going to Africa hunting with J Alain Smith in
Camp. As a self-guided only archery hunter, I was a
bit apprehensive about the cost and not being in control of my own destiny. Michelle brought me back to
reality and said why worry about those details just go
with an expert, you like Alain and enjoy his shows,
just start planning. So, I gave Nancy at Comre Safaris a call to get some details.

A

fter several phone calls and emails we decided to take the week trip at the Bonwa Phala
Game Lodge in the Limpopo region for an
Archery hunt the first week of June with the Rugged
X Crew.
They did offer a Rifle hunt also the week preceding
but because we are newbies to Safari and world travel we thought one week would be plenty and didn’t
realize the trip was intended to be 2 weeks. Plus, we
needed to come up with a budget fast. In hindsight,
boy were we wrong. Next time 2 weeks minimum!
We decided to fly Virgin Atlantic the route vacated
by Delta, Seattle - London - Johannesburg. They had
the shortest layovers, 9 hrs on the way over and 5hrs
on the way back, and the best price. We had a good
flight over but no rest on those flights and layovers.
We arrived a day early and stayed at the Afton House
in Jo’burg (‘ha ha’ me trying to sound like a seasoned
traveler)This was our first trip out of the USA.
We were met at the airport by the Afton House driver
with the little ‘Welcome the Carters’ sign. Michelle
liked that touch. I was pleasantly surprised by all the
attentive service in South Africa, other people are
always carrying your stuff. Johannesburg is a very
modern looking busy city but it’s still a city and I
wanted to see the Veldt.

At the Afton Guest House we met several other
groups of Hunters. I think that’s where we caught
our colds. I really enjoyed all the stories from returning hunters, especially the ones from first timers
like us. I was getting more excited to get started.
We arranged a quick trip to the Apartheid Museum
and tour of Soweto from a local travel guide service
which turned out to be a bad decision. We were too
tired to enjoy it (And I could have saved that money
for another Trophy). I nearly fell asleep in the museum standing up reading an exhibit. Back at the Afton
House we had a quick dinner and then 8hrs of rest I
hoped, before our ride out to the Game lodge. Morning came too quickly. I didn’t sleep great, excited as
a little kid to get going. A quick breakfast and settled the bill. Then I heard a voice I recognized from
You Tube in the foyer. It was Rudolph Stephan the
Comre Safaris PH I hoped we would be using. He
is just as fun in person as seen on TV. Rudy and the
trackers got our gear loaded in the Safari truck then
we started our 2 hr + drive to the lodge. Conversation
with Rudy on the way was very informative and fun.
I knew then we had made the right decision. Once
at the Lodge Rudy said get settled and get your gear
together so we could start hunting that afternoon.
After settling in and taking a few practice shots to
check our gear we were off for the first evening in the
Blind. We got to see several Kudu Bulls and one very
largebodied Blue wildebeest with very average horns
but no Trophy quality animals.

Day One
This morning we went to a different
Blind where we saw some smaller
Kudu Bulls, a few Juvenile Sable and
a couple of Wildebeest. The Wildebeest didn’t offer much of a shot for
Michelle, who like me, was in spectator mode instead of getting ready and
shooting mode. I wondered if everyone does this on the first day of their
first Safari. On the way back to the
Lodge after the morning hunt, I spotted a Steenbok. It was on my list but
Rudy had been skeptical of my getting
a shot at one with a Bow. This one
however stood around a second too
long. Michelle said its 35 yds. I let the Ron Carter with his archery Steenbok on day one. A great start to a
arrow fly and connected with my first great trip.
Trophy in Africa. The funny thing is
I just thought how cool it was to get one of the Tiny
were franticly looking at them all to find a suitable
Ten. Rudy was very excited slapping me on the back
Trophy. I of course not knowing how to judge them
and saying “You got a Monster!” I was just happy to
would have shot any one of them. But Rudy made
get one. Turns out it was very a nice one. 5.5 inches
me wait until he had surveyed the whole group and
on one side and 5.75 inches on the other.
decided on the best one. Seemed like half an hour but
it was probably 2 min. When we decided which one
The Evening hunt was very uneventful until just
I was going to take I drew aimed and let the arrow
before dark when a herd of Kudu Bulls came in and
fly. The Kudu jumped in the air from the impact and
began milling about the water and the salt. We
sprinted away. I knew
I had made a good shot
which Rudy confirmed
with his usual happy
“Good, Good, Very
Good”. I wish I could
insert audio here Rudy’s
Africans accent makes
all the difference. It was
a well-placed carbon
fiber missile a complete
pass through and he
didn’t go far. They really
know how to setup for a
proper photo but I felt a
little out of place being
directed to stand here
pose there. That’s usually my job. Kudu on the
Braai this week.
Ron Carter with his archery Kudu Bull in Limpopo, South Africa.

Day Two
The morning began with a Nice
Eland coming in. Which I, for
some reason didn’t want to shoot.
More hindsight, if it’s a nice Trophy and walks in, shoot it! Figure
the money out later, you already
paid the plane fare, LOL!
A big Cape Buffalo came in and
took over the place for most of
the morning. It’s amazing how
agile and fast they are. I really
want to spot and stalk one with
my Bow someday. After lunch,
we came back to the same blind. Ron Carter with his Kudu on the
After a while, a herd of Giraffe
Braai at camp.
came in and scattered the obnoxious Juvenile Sable that kept

ack to the original blind after a quick English breakfast. Not long after getting settled
in, some Wildebeest started coming in with
a couple of nice bulls. Rudy quickly surveyed the
group and suggested a couple for Michelle to shoot.
They were milling about and none standing still
long enough for a good shot, when some Juvenile
Sable came in and interrupted their feeding making
it even harder to get a proper shot. Michelle had
her eye on the one she wanted so she waited for a
nice broadside shot. She made a great shot. All the
wildebeest took off on a dead run after the one she
shot. It was fun getting to watch her and not being
the guide.
She was worried about the shot and second guessed
herself. Rudy told her it was a perfect shot and said
don’t get stressed, they will run a long way even with
a well-placed shot. The trackers showed up and it
was amazing to see them find the tracks of the one
she shot amongst all the other indistinguishable ones
I was looking at. After a couple hundred yards, I was
getting worried but Rudy motioned for us to come
forward and Michelle was really pumped about getting her first African Trophy. Its hard to tell from the
picture how excited she was.
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Day Three

On the way back to the lodge we spotted a Red
Hartebeest we had seen the day before but it was too
far off and skittish to get up close. This time we got
within 60 yards and I let another carbon missile fly.
It connected with another complete pass through. It
didn’t go far and I had my 3rd Trophy of the trip and
two in one morning. We haven’t done that before.
For the evening hunt, it was spot and stalk some
more, but couldn’t get close to anything. We did see
a lot of Impala, a few Zebra, and a Grey Duiker too
small to shoot.
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hanging around. No more action
today after my uncontrolled sneeze
scared everything away within
earshot. I think in two days I used a
whole box of the Lodges Kleenex in
the blind alone. Did some spot and
stalk on Red Hartebeest, but I was
in looking mode not shooting mode
and missed an opportunity. Made
some more attempts on Impala, but
no luck. They are much harder than
we thought with a Bow. Saw a nice
Warthog and was making a stalk
when some Giraffes stepped out
from behind the tree I was using for
cover and spooked them away. I was
quite surprised I didn’t notice them
from the start. They are much larger
when you’re standing 20 yds from
them in the open.
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Ron with his Red hartebeest taken on day 3
Day Four
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Today it was drive around spot and stalk day. Michelle finally got a shot at an Impala but got bushes
instead. Got to see some Black wildebeest this trip,
and now of course, I want one they are so strange.
Made a stalk on a Blesbok but no chance for a shot.
Lots of other game today. Nyala gave us the slip on
several stalks and missed a Blesbok on the evening
hunt at 80yds. I think that’s the average shot presented to us on this hunt.

time to Jo-berg. Started out sitting in
a high blind. Nothing came in front of
the blind but we heard some Baboon,
Ostrich and Bellowing Impala behind
us. At 10am, we headed back to the
lodge. Alain asked me if I wanted to
give his Rifle a try for some more
game and I have a policy. If someone
who knows what they’re doing offers
his weapon, take it and get something.
After a short drive again we spotted
some waterbuck and I stalked to within 45 yds but hesitated on my draw
and off they went. They are much
bigger that I imagined. Still on the future list. Saw another warthog made a
great stalk but it disappeared into a den
and that was over. On the drive back to the lodge
we spotted another Warthog and I decided to give
Alain’s rifle a try and took this one at 200yds.
It was a fun adventure and have another Hunt
booked for 2019.
By: Ron Carter

Day Five
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Rudy had to go to another Concession
to prepare for another hunt, so today
we were hunting with PH Dani. What a
great guy. Started the morning in a Blind
but no action all morning, just birds and
Monkeys nothing to shoot at except with
the camera. In the afternoon we drove
around for some spot and stalk action.
Made a stalk on some Black wildebeest.
I’m sure they knew I had my bow and
stayed just out of range. Tried a stalk on
some Blesbok but got busted at 80yds.
Day Six
The last morning needed to get something before 2 pm, our departure
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Ron Carter with his final trophy of the hunt, a warthog taken with
Alain’s rifle.

Giving Back

T

Giving Back Where There is A Need

he board of directors have various committees
they work on in addition to their general board
obligations. A great way to get involved when
you can’t commit to a board position is to volunteer
to help on a committee.

Currently we have several committees where we
could use help partially in planning the events but
also in fresh ideas. Please take a look at the committees below and see if you might have any interest in
volunteering to contribute.

Sensory Safari - The

Northwest Chapter

Northwest Chapter of Safari Club International partnered with The Washington
State School for the Blind, the Pacific
Foundation for Blind Children and received special collaboration and involvement from U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
to bring a new museum to Southwest
Washington. Sensory Safari “A journey of sight through touch” is a unique
opportunity in the form of a rare wildlife
safari through the sense of touch, called
the “Sensory Safari” Tactile Museum of
Natural History, brings a new world of
discovery not only to the blind, but to our
full community.
We need one or two volunteers to help be the liaison between the Washington State School for the Blind and
the Northwest Chapter of Safari Club International. If you are interested in helping to maintain a life changing project please reach out for more information.

Sportsmen Against Hunger - Sportsmen Against Hunger is a fast-growing, nationwide

organization that is part of Safari Club International to request and coordinate donation of game meat to feed
the hungry. The Northwest Chapter of Safari Club International is partnering with guides, meat processors
and organizations like the Salvation Army to feed the hungry in the communities we live in.
We are looking for one or two volunteers to help develop Sportsmen Against Hunger in Washington state by
coordinating information dissemination to contributing hunters and developing relationships with participating meat processors.
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Sables - SCIF Sables is a Committee of SCI committed to furthering the understanding of our outdoor

heritage, including the positive role of hunting, through the creation and support of wildlife and conservation
educational programs.
Founded in 1984 by the women of SCI®, the SCI Foundation Sables are committed to continuing our outdoor heritage. They volunteer their time to raise funds to support educational programs that promote conservation and hunting. The SCIF Sables recognize that the future of the shooting sports and hunting rest with
today’s youth. Their efforts are directed toward educating teachers, youth group leaders and young people
about our outdoor heritage.
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Safari Wish - When another foundation decided not to participate in granting wishes of young hunters battling life-threatening illnesses, by providing hunting and/or fishing trips, members of SCI got the ball
rolling and the Safari Wish program was created. This program started making dreams come true. Its goal is
to grant any hunt as a last wish for kids battling life-threatening illnesses. We currently are accepting volunteers or anyone who is willing to assist us in providing hunts, fishing trips or related merchandise. We are
looking for any kids who want to go on the hunting or fishing trip of a lifetime. The mission of this site and
this organization is to bring the children and the outfitters together, to make dreams come true where there
wasn’t an opportunity before.

All of the outings are carefully planned. The safety of these kids is top priority. Anyone who knows of a kid
having a wish to hunt or fish can complete the application and a member will be in contact to help make their
dream come true!

Veteran Hunt - The Northwest Chapter of Safari Club International works both locally and with
national to support some lucky veterans as a thank you for everything they have done. Hunters are selected
by a veteran committee each year by national and the Northwest Chapter has sponsored some of their own.

This hunt for Capt. Chad Fleming was donated by Les Ohlhauser for use at our chapter. David Randal bought the hunt. Mike Rogers Jr. filmed the hunt for the SCI’s Expedition Safari TV Show.

Northwest Chapter
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Applications for National’s 2020 veteran hunt had to be submitted by July 16th, 2019 but SCI has plans
to continue this through 2021. If you know a veteran who you would like to nominate please reach out via
www.SCINW.com and tell us a little about them. There is no requirement to be a wounded warrior but we
would like to support those with combat experience.
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A

s a hunting and conservation group we revolve around managing and preserving game throughout
the world. There are often ill-informed but vocal anti-hunting advocates who push to stop hunting
regardless of the cost. Many use partial truths or complete fabrications to justify their positions and
while we may never change their minds, it is important for sportsmen and women to have an understanding
of how conservation through hunting works.
There is no better person to explain the history of hunting conservation than Chris Kilineburger who opened
countless areas throughout the world. Chris has agreed to share portions of his book “Conservation or Preservation, An Overview of Conserving a Most Valuable Resource: WILDLIFE”. While it is too much to share in
one newsletter I will be posting portions over the coming issues. This is Part One of what I hope are many. If
you have the chance. I highly encourage everyone to read his book in its entirety.
From Chris Klineburger’s book “Conservation or Preservation, An Overview of Conserving a Most Valuable
Resource: WILDLIFE”

“

Northwest Chapter
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Prehistory
findings
by anthropologists
have revealed
that man has
been harvesting wildlife as
back as studies
go. The studies
also show that
wildlife parts
were used for
clothing, footwear, and tools.
And certainly
the meat was
consumed. Wildlife management only became necessary when firearms became into being. However,
one early recording of management during Genghis
Khan’s time, when they forbid hunting in Mongolia
until a certain time of year, when they had their war
games. The warriors would surround large game
populated areas. The highest officials first would ride
in with their lances and bows and kill whatever they
could. As the circle was being closed, lesser ranked
warriors were allowed in for the kill. Most of the
game managed to escape, but they had their hunting
season and the warriors improved their skills.
As human populations increased, it became apparent
that restrictions must be put into place as overhunting was showing its ugly face. Fast forward to the
United States. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services
was formed to regulate migratory species and other
management scenarios. The individual states formed
their fish and game departments to control their own
indigenous species. Their jobs are to keep in balance
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the wildlife population and to regulate their impact
on other species and on the environment on which
they live and feed. This is also true for national parks
and reserves. Both departments and services have
used hunting as a sustainable tool to keep populations in balance.
The U.S. State Game Departments are far more than
just game wardens out in the field or streams. They
are a highly skilled group whose purpose is to enhance all the indigenous wildlife in their respective
states or across boundaries where the wildlife might
roam or waterways that are shared. They closely
study and watch the wildlife populations and the
environment and to keep it all in balance. They work
closely with land owners and herdsmen whose flocks
of sheep and cattle often share government-controlled ranch land. Their highly skilled biologists
must stay on top of health issues that frequently
threaten to wipe out wild sheep herds that are affected by contact with domestic sheep or polluted waters
that threaten fish. They manage transplants of big
game from overpopulated areas to sparsely populated areas, both in and out of state. Their fisheries do
remarkable work in propagating fish with a hatchery
system and planting program.
Most importantly, it is their responsibility to protect
the wildlife from declining and maintain a sustainable hunting and fishing program. Most states’
departments are self-sustained by the sale of hunting
and fishing licenses, trophy fees (tags), and special
lottery permits. Sharing revenue from special high
excise taxes on the sale of firearms and other sporting
equipment supplement their budgets. Protection of
wildlife is predominantly controlled

Most countries that established ESAs listed only
their own wildlife or that of neighboring countries,
however the USA and a number of other countries
made lists of all wildlife. The animals were then
classed as endangered, threatened, or not endangered. Unfortunately, their work was done hastily
and without scientific data in most cases, so the
classing was filed with many inaccuracies. CITES’
criteria included the requirement that when animal
parts were shipped across international boundaries,
that a CITES export permit was required by the
country of origin and a CITES import permit was
required to enter the country of destination. This
process went a long way in discouraging illegal
killing and trafficking of wildlife or parts thereof.
As for the United States, in most cases, if people
would leave the management of wildlife up to
the service and state game departments, wildlife
could stay in balance with the environment and in
many cases increase in numbers. Both departments
in general do a fine job protecting a propagating
wildlife.”
From Chris Klineburger’s book “Conservation or
Preservation, An Overview of Conserving a Most
Valuable Resource: WILDLIFE”

Gamemasters of the World
By Chris R. Klineburger

A Chronicle of Sport Hunting
and Conservation
An Autobiography of
The Pioneer of Asian Hunting
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As human populations have exploded around the
world and in some cases indiscriminate killing of
wildlife, governments everywhere recognize the
need for broad control over wildlife. In 1973, the
service passed the Endangered Species Act (ESA),
a well-intended measure to determine species that
were endangered worldwide. At the same time,
world leaders established the Convention on International Trade and Endangered Species (CITES)
to encourage countries worldwide to establish
their own ESAs and join together to prevent illegal
trade of species that are endangered.

Keep an eye out in the
next issue for more
from “Conservation
or Preservation” as
well as an excerpt
from “Gamemasters of
The World” by Chris
Klineburger.

$50.00 Postpaid In USA
Mention being a member of the
Northwest Chapter
to have your book autographed by the author.
Also NEW BOOK
Conservation or Preservation Only $15.00
Gmathis822@aol.com
Visit our website at

Northwest Chapter

by the tightly established hunting season, quota
system, and special permits, as well as bag limits
and even seasonable limits that may apply to migratory fish and crustaceans. These relatively few
game wardens do remarkable work in patrolling
areas considering the remoteness of most wildlife.
But, fortunately, most sportsmen are very responsible, respecting game laws, and are happy if they
ever take a bag they pursue.

www.gamemastersoftheworld.com
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$500 in Raffle Tickets
up for Grabs!!!

2019

Story, Picture and Recipe Competition

Categories Include:

Best Hunting Article - Adult
Best Hunting Article - Youth
Best Picture
Best Game Recipe
Best Hunt Article - Adult - Send in your 800-1,500 hunting story with 5-10 pictures along with your contact information to enter. The hunts can be recent or even be in our upcoming section “Blast From The Past”
section as long as photos are included. You don’t have to be featured in the magazine to win.
Best Hunt Article - Youth - Send in a 800-1,500 word hunting story written by a youth with 3-10 pictures to
enter. The hunt has to be when they were 18 or under and written while 19 or under.
Best Picture - Send in your best hunting/outdoor pictures with 2-3 sentences explaining the photo, saying
who is in it and where it is taken.
Best Game recipe - Send in your favorite game recipe, as long as wild game is a part of it. Preparation pictures are encouraged.
The banquet committee will pick the winners who will be announced in the Banquet Edition (Winter Edition
in January 2020) of the Northwest Chapter’s newsletter. You don’t have to be a member to enter and your
submission doesn’t have to be printed in the magazine to win but by submitting your articles and photos you
are consenting to allow the Northwest Chapter to print your articles and photos in our newsletter at its discretion. The winner of each category will receive $125 in raffle tickets for use at out 2020 banquet. You can
win as many categories as you put in for. Entries are open until midnight on 12/31/2019, submissions after
12/31/2019 will go in for our 2021 banquet competition.
Send your submissions to:

Trythis06@yahoo.com

2019 - 2020

Officers
and

O

Board of Directors
n June 8th The Northwest Chapter of Safari Club International had our annual election meeting.
This year we were hosted by Captain Ron and his wife Terry. It was a great event and we thank
them again for hosting.

Along with a great get-together we also made some changes to the Board. We thank the entire 2018 - 2019
Board and welcome the 2019 - 2020 Board. The Board is excited to represent the entire membership of the
Northwest Chapter of Safari Club. They understand that they work for the club and are eager to do everything they can to further the cause.

Vice President - Cody Scriver - Cody has been involved
with SCI Northwest since he was a youth and joined the
Board as a Director in 2015. He has served as a Director, Secretary and now Vice President. He volunteers for the Dick
Gates Memorial Youth Hunt which is one of his favorite events.

Treasurer - Del Berg - Del grew up in a small town in Oregon where the first Monday of deer season was a school holiday!! He discovered SCI in 2009 and the Northwest Chapter
a couple of years later. He is a National Life Member and had
been the Chapter Treasurer off and on for the last six years.

Secretary - Jan Pearson - Jan enjoys being active in the
outdoors. She enjoys hiking, fishing, hunting upland bird and big
game in AK, WA, MT, SD, and hunting plains game in Namibia.
Africa is calling! Member of PF (2005), SCI (2016) and NRA
(2005).
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President - David Irons - David joined SCI in 2008. He has
served as our Chapter Treasurer and VP. He grew up in Alaska
and learned to hunt/fish in grade school. He took a break from
hunting to raise his family but over the past ten years he has
been to Africa on four safaris. His best hunt was taking his 21
year old daughter to Africa.

Summer 2019

Please take a minute to familiarize yourself with the new Board, some are old friends but there are a few
newer faces. The Board welcomes feedback and suggestions so over the next year, don’t hesitate to reach
out to a member or even come to a meeting in person.

2019 - 2020
Board of Directors
Director - Ron Carter - Ron began hunting with his father in Utah. He
took up archery in high school and joined SCI National in December 2011
after seeing the litigation they were involved with to support hunting and
hunters. He became as measurer in 2016 and became a Board Member in
2018.

Director - Mike Dail - Mike is a member of the Northwest Chapter of
SCI who also volunteers as a Board member. Mike is a hunter and has
hunted in Africa as well as North America.

Director - Brian Wissner - Brian has been in the Northwest Chapter
since 2016. He has helped out with a wide variety of conservation projects,
such as the Puyallup Sportsman’s Show and has been a part of the Banquet
Committee since 2017. Brian is a SCI certified measurer and was an Eagle
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Director - Alan Pearson - Alan enjoys fishing WA, AK, AL, FL, Baja;
hunting upland birds and big game in WA, MT, SD. He is looking forward
to first African safari this year to celebrate his 40th wedding anniversary. Member SCI (2016), PF (2005), RMEF (2015) and NRA (2005).
Director - David Randall - David is a member of the Northwest
Chapter of SCI who also volunteers as a Board member. He has worked
for several years with the Board and also works to contribute to the
annual Sportsmen for Conservation Banquet and Fund-Raiser.
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Director - Jim Chaffee - Jim is a member of the Northwest Chapter of SCI
and has also volunteered as a Director on the Board of Directors. Jim is also
an active Master Hunter and works on projects with the two organizations.
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Director - Brett Singer - Brett has been a member of SCI since 2008
and on the Board since 2010. He was born and raised in Washington and has
hunted and fished in many states and Africa. Brett is a certified measurer and
volunteers for the Dick Gates Memorial Youth Hunt. Brett is a life member of

Special Directors

Special Director - Tricia Singer - Tricia grew up in Seattle in a non-hunting family.
When she married, she became privy to the lifestyle but it was only after a trip to Africa
as an observer that she knew she wanted in. She started hunting at 34 only wanting to
hunt turkeys (for Thanksgiving dinner). Turkey, deer, elk and African plains game later,
She is planning the “next” hunt.
Special Director - John Lecky - John began his hunting and shooting sports when
he was six. Since then he graduated from wildfowl and deer hunting in Maryland to
big game hunting in Alaska, Canada, the Western US and Africa. He has also competed in numerous conventional pistol and rifle matches. Membership in SCI began
in 1996 and he has been a NW Chapter Board member multiple times since. He is a
life member of SCI and the NRA.

Special Director - You - We are looking for one more special director. If you have
ever considered helping out the Northwest Chapter, now is your chance. We need
one more Special Director who can join our board and help the 2019-2020 Board.
If you are interested or would like more information please reach out to David
Irons.

Past Presidents Council

Past Presidents
(Some, but not all of our past presidents.)

Chris Klineburger

Mike Price

Pete Papic

Gary Tennison

Harris “Chip”
Emmonns III

Mike Rex

Mark Dinwiddie

JoDean Peters

J. Alain Smith

Bob Stallman
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Past President - JoDean Peters - JoDean is a long-time SCI and SCI
Northwest Chapter member. She has been an active Board member
and has held the positions of Director, Secretary, Treasurer, Vice President and President. She has also held several Board positions on the
SCIF Education Sables Board of Directors at the National Level. She
is honored to be serving as a Special Director for 2019-2020.

Northwest Chapter
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Blizzards, Bears and Whiskey
our friends got together for their first grizzly bear hunt and arrived at their cabin in a blinding snow
storm, so decided to have a few drinks and hope the blizzard cleared by morning.

They built a roaring fire and settled down to what turned out to be some serious drinking. As the evening
wore on, three of the four hunters became more and more boisterous as to how great a hunter they were, and
how they were going to handle their coming hunt. The fourth member of the party was very quiet and just
listened to his buddies.
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After several hours of drinking, the fourth hunter staggered over to the fireplace, picked up a short piece of
firewood and stumbled over to the door. He flung the door open and said, “I don’t care about this (&^%#@@
blizzard and I don’t need a rifle, I’m gonna go get a bear right now. He disappeared into the swirling snow
before anyone could stop him.
The three remaining hunters sat around worrying about their buddy but not enough to hinder their drinking.
The fourth hunter had gone several hundred yards, but progress was slow as the snowstorm was so thick he
couldn’t see 2 feet. He bumped into something warm and fuzzy, looked up into the jaws of the biggest maddest bear he ever imagined. Well, that sobered him up real quick, he spun and ran for the cabin, but the bear
was gaining fast. The hunter reached the cabin door with the bear just a foot or two behind, he threw the door
open and jumped to the side. The bear ran past him into the cabin and the hunter shouted, “You boys skin that
one, I’ll go get us another one.”
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Stay up to date with The Northwest Chapter
By Liking Us On Facebook at SCINW
Events - See upcoming and past events our
members hosted and participated in, in real time.

Photos - Tag SCINW to share pictures from your latest hunt or hunting
memories.

related to preserving
hunting both in the
Northwest and internationally.

Coming Soon

Northwest Chapter

shares news that
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News - SCINW
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AHG1448

*Authentic Free Range Hunting
*Offering more than 120 species of game
TANZANIA | SOUTH AFRICA | CAMEROON | NAMIBIA
EXCLUSIVELY OWNED AND OPERATED BY JACO & MAGDEL OOSTHUIZEN

DALLAS SAFARI CLUB OUTFITTER OF THE YEAR 2008

Visit us at SCI 2020
7 day Cape Buffalo Safari
$13 750/ Hunter (2x1)

Life Members of:

Endorsed by:

Contact details: Jaco & Magdel Oosthuizen
jaco@gametrackersafrica.com / magdel@gametrackersafrica.com
+264 81 481 9222 (NAM) / +264 81 146 9982 (NAM)
+1 863 370 5266 (USA) / +27 82 905 1366 (SA) / +255 756 441 250 (TZ)

www.gametrackersafrica.com
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